Probing four orders of magnitude of the diffusion time in porous silica glass with unconventional NMR techniques.
The combined use of two unconventional NMR diffusometry techniques permits measurements of the self-diffusion coefficient of fluids confined in porous media in the time range from 100 microseconds to seconds. The fringe field stimulated echo technique (FFStE) exploits the strong steady gradient in the fringe field of a superconducting magnet. Using a standard 9.4 T (400 MHz) wide-bore magnet, for example, the gradient is 22 T/m at 375 MHz proton resonance and reaches 60 T/m at 200 MHz. Extremely short diffusion times can be probed on this basis. The magnetization grid rotating frame imaging technique (MAGROFI) is based on gradients of the radio frequency (RF) field. The RF gradients not necessarily need be constant since the data are acquired with spatial resolution along the RF gradient direction. MAGROFI is also well suited for unilateral NMR applications where all fields are intrinsically inhomogeneous. The RF gradients reached depend largely on the RF coil diameter and geometry. Using a conic shape, a value of at least 0.3 T/m can be reached which is suitable for long-time diffusion measurements. Both techniques do not require any special hardware and can be implemented on standard high RF power NMR spectrometers. As an application, the influence of the tortuosity increasing with the diffusion time is examined in a saturated porous silica glass.